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OUR PRESIDENT
The Focus
Volume I FARMVILLE, VA., JANUARY, 1912 Number 9
Co 2X 3farman
Our President: we greet you here
In real appreciation,
In love, esteem, in gratitude,
For your administration.
'Tis you who work and strive with us,
You know our many trials;
'Tis you who join our merriment
With best of friendly smiles.
Our school is as some vessel great,
Upon a vast, wide sea
;
Sometimes the skies are fair and bright,
Sometimes they're blustery.
And we're the passengers full of hope,
And you the pilot true;
We never have a fear for life
—
You'll steer our good ship through.
They've put our helm in your strong hands,
Your seamanship you've shown;
We know you'll guide us safely on,
Through seas, to worlds unknown.
Maria A. Bristow, 1914,
Athenian.
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Snner Ltg&t$ on tfje President's £tfe
)HE President's life ! How many who come
in daily contact with the President have
any conception of what his official life is ?
And it is impossible to form a correct idea
of this phase of his existence without being
closely associated with him. John Ken-
drick Bangs's "Idiot" asks : "Did you ever see a day ? What
did it look like ? Was it a whole day or part of a day ?"
Just in this way is the President's life viewed—one little
incident at a time by the many with whom he comes in con-
tact; if they could only see "a whole day!" It is amazing
to find how many times the question is asked, "What does
Dr. Jarman do ?" It would be easier to say what he does
not do.
Compare for a while the life of a college president with
that of our President. In a college there are simply four
years of work to be taken care of; in the average college,
each department is in charge of one professor with, perhaps,
an assistant. Four years of work going on at once ! In the
State Normal School there are seventeen different years of
work conducted each session; and how various in character!
In the Training School, the Kindergarten years and the
grade work ; in the Normal School, the work of the Academic
Course and the Professional Courses ; and although so diver-
sified in nature, each year has to fit into its proper niche in
order to form a complete whole. There are problems from
all ; and, in addition, there is a Home Department to be
considered. Can any one ask, What does the man do who
bears the responsibility of such an institution ?
A school that ceases to grow is dead. How can this growth
be kept up without an untold amount of thought and plan-
ning on the part of its head ? When President Jarman first
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hung in his office the architect's drawing of the School as he
hoped to have it appear in seven years, many skeptical and
rather caustic remarks were made as to the impossibility of
such an undertaking; it was considered as visionary and
impractical, but at the end of the seven years (the time of
the twenty-fifth anniversary celebration in 1909) the build-
ing was completed in accordance with these plans. To whom
was this growth due if not to the man who originated the
idea and quietly and persistently worked (against many
odds) for its materialization? But the growth has not been
confined to the buildings ; student body, course of study,
everything connected with the School has shown constant
development. As needs grew in the State, provision was
made to meet these needs. For instance, as soon as there
was a probability that Manual Training would be required
in the public schools a Department of Manual Training was
installed so that, when the time came, teachers could be fur-
nished who were prepared to do this work.
Many a time when President Jarman is accused of absent-
mindedness or inattention he is seeing with his mind's eye
some building of the future, some new department that is
yet to be added to the curriculum.
The President's office is certainly the center of the insti-
tution; from this small room diverge the many lines that
make up the whole. Every entertainment that is booked
(some of them a year ahead) ; every student who goes home
for a few days ; every special order sent out by a member
of the Faculty; all advertising
—
everything—not to men-
tion book agents, candidates for Division Superintendencies
and general visitors—everything
—
goes through that office.
A Virginia educator remarked a short time ago that it was
easier to get an interview with President Taft than with
President Jarman! And there is scarcely a minute of the
day when there is not some one in the office and some one
waiting to go in.
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And then the correspondence ! It is impossible to give an
idea of what this is—of the writing of many letters there
certainly is no end! The President is addressed in every
imaginable style, from "Rev." and "My dear LL. D." to
"Dear President." And then the requests ! To "let my
daughter come home for a few days before the holidays be-
gin, in order that she may rest up for the excitement and
gaiety ;" to "please let my daughter take an examination on
such and such a subject, and if she does not pass, just let her
pass anyway, because I know she knows it;" to ask the
President "please go to the Infirmary and pray with my
daughter who is sick;" and so on, ad infinitum! One
anxious mother wrote that her daughters were "very much
pleased with the School in every respect except that they
did not get enough bread ;" and two weeks later wrote again
to say that she was mistaken—"the girls have fattened until
they are splitting their waist sleeves, which is so gratify-
ing!" These letters all have to be answered; also such
questions as the following: "Dear Sir:—Do you know of
any good Christian lady where do not dance, and want to
teach public school?" etc. Ko one outside of such an office
knows what it means when the patrons of the School take
the time to express their appreciation of what is being done
for their children—and the letters of this kind that come to
Dr. Jamian would, indeed, fill a volume!
Think for a minute what it means to sit day after day
hearing complaints ; straightening out difficulties ; seeing a
stream of girls (some of whom come for advice as to their
work and others because they have failed to take the advice
that has already been given) ; holding conference with mem-
bers of the Faculty and committees; seeing visitors—and
at the same time trying to work out problems of the future
development and growth of the School ! This will give you
some idea of the routine of the President's life ; and this, of
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course, means when things are running smoothly ; all of this
comes in the work of an ordinary day; extras are not
counted
!
Is it any wonder that ten years of such planning, working
and developing mean added grey hairs for the President,
and that the burdens he bears, the worries and petty cares,
as well as the serious problems that often confront him,
should give a stoop to his shoulders ?
I am sure there are none who know him well who will not
join heartily in dear old Robbie Burns's wish:
"Dear Friend, may guid luck hit you,
And 'mang her favorites admit you
!
If e'er Detraction shore to smit you,
May nane believe him
!
And ony De'il that thinks to get you,
Good Lord, deceive him !"
The President's Secretary.
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flDur presiDent
Our Faculty we honor much,
But they are sure to find
—
When J. L. J. conies walking in
—
That they are left behind.
He calls us up and tells us what
We students ought to do;
We listen, shaking in our shoes,
And then—when he is through
—
We give three rousing cheers for him;
We clap with all our might;
And then we do just what he says,
Because we know he's right.
He does such great things for the School;
He helps us with our fun;
He greets us always with a smile,
From dawn till set of sun.
In short, he is the greatest man
We students ever knew.
To him we pledge our loyalty;
To him, and White and Blue.
Juanita Manning, 1914,
Jefferson.
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Cf)e 2P1D ^>c!)ool anD tije jeeto
)EN years have passed since Dr. Jarman
first came to the State Normal School to
be its president, and since then his watch-
word has ever been progress and develop-
ment.
Each year the growth of the student
body has been so great that, like the chambered nautilus,
the school soon outgrew its shell and new chambers had to
be built to meet the growing needs. One shell which the
nautilus cast off was the picket fence, which surrounded the
campus in 1902. Now, this same fence surrounds a small
negro cabin on the outskirts of Farmville.
The school to which Dr. Jarman came, instead of consist-
ing of several modern buildings and a large, well-kept
campus with granolithic walks, was then about one-fourth
the present size. The building then was only the present
middle wing. What is now the reception hall, which serves
as a rendezvous for the girls as well as a place for many
gaieties, was then the parlor and matron's sitting-room. The
reception hall was small, and the space now occupied by the
parlor and girls' sitting-room was then used for classrooms.
On the west side of the central building was a brick struc-
ture consisting of eight rooms. The four back rooms were
used for the Training School and the four front ones for
the President's office and Trustees' rooms.
The first building added during Dr. Jarman's administra-
tion was the Training School building. The appropriation
for this, in 1902, was $20,000, and then an emergency fund
of $5,000 was raised to complete the building. This was
finished in April, 1903, at a total cost of $28,000.
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These were merely the beginnings of Dr. Jarman's work,
for in the summer of 1904 a sixty-foot extension was added
to the dining-room, which was then only one-half its present
size. This extension provided for a pantry and kitchens,
and doubled the capacity of the dining-room. Besides this,
a third story was added to the whole dining-room wing, thus
giving more dormitory room. These improvements cost
$14,000.
Next, the front entrance was changed, and the reception
hall was enlarged. The rotunda was built. This has been
the source of much pleasure to the students, and, incident-
ally, the setting for many a balcony scene which would rival
that in "Romeo and Juliet."
In front of the present auditorium was then a private
residence, occupied by the Business Manager. This was re-
moved and the present auditorium, with dormitory room for
one hundred students, was built. Before this, chapel exer-
cises and all entertainments were held in the old chapel—
a
small brick building which stood just in front of the middle
east wing.
In 1906, with an appropriation of $40,000, the middle
east wing was built, consisting of eight classrooms and dor-
mitory room for sixty students. The old building with the
tower and assembly hall, which stood in front of this, had
to be torn down. Additional grounds were purchased at a
cost of $22,000, and residences for the President and Busi-
ness Manager were built.
In 1908, still further improvement was made. The new
power plant was built and a cold storage plant was added.
Besides this, refrigerator water was installed and is of easy
access on all floors throughout the main building.
The part of the School connecting the main building with
the middle west wing, and now used for administrative
offices, and dormitory room for forty-four students, was also
added during that year, and the back porch was built.
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What is now the biological laboratory was then the old
laundry. This was remodeled and fitted up for a labora-
tory, and when the new power plant was built the old power
house was remodeled and fitted up for the present laundry.
The rooms on the first floor in the gymnasium building
were then used by the laundry. This was fitted up for class-
rooms for the history department, and the present quarters
of The Focus.
The next year the demand for more dormitory room was
so great that all applicants could not be accommodated in
the building, and, for this reason, the Thaxton property,
known to the Normal School students as "The Cottage," was
bought at a cost of $4,200. With $2,500 was purchased a
home for the supervisor of the laundry. An addition which
has been a source of great pleasure and comfort to the stu-
dents is the furniture which has been placed in the reception
hall.
Finally, $15,000 has been devoted to the building of the
new Infirmary, which is now in the process of erection, to
be completed by the end of February, at a cost of $18,000.
This new Infirmary is to contain one large ward, several
small wards, a reading-room, dining-room for convalescents,
sun-parlors, a waiting-room, elevator, a laboratory, physi-
cian's and nurse's quarters, and all other modern equipment.
Step by step, additions and improvements have been made
to the buildings, and if one who had seen the School in 1902
were to visit it to-day, he would consider the change little
short of marvelous.
Besides the changes in the buildings, many other marked
changes have taken place. The students then numbered
three hundred nine; to-day we have six hundred twenty-
four
—
an increase of more than one hundred per cent. The
Training School then had one hundred thirteen pupils, while
to-day it has two hundred fifty.
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The growth of the student body naturally necessitated a
growth in the Home Department. In 1902 this department
consisted of three members ; now we have eleven members,
including a resident physician and trained nurse. The
Faculty in 1902 consisted of fourteen members; to-day we
can boast of thirty-nine.
With the development of the institution in all other lines
came also the development of the course of study. In 1902,
there were only three courses : The English Course, based on
two years of academic and one year of professional work,
which led to the Professional Diploma ; and the Science and
Classical Courses based on two years of academic and two
years of professional work, which led to the Full Diploma.
The minimum time for graduation was three years ; the
maximum was four years. The entrance requirements
gradually became higher, the old first year becoming the re-
view year and the second year becoming the first year. To
this Academic Course was added another year, the fourth
year, which is necessary now in order to get a Full Diploma.
A Manual Arts Course was added, but this was dropped in
1910-11. To-day we have four courses, two leading to
diplomas—the Full Diploma and Kindergarten Diploma
—
and two leading to certificates—the Normal Professional and
First Grade Certificates.
The minimum for graduation is now five years and the
maximum is six.
In order to meet the growing social as well as intellectual
needs of the School, many changes have taken place in the
student activities. In 1902, there were no literary or debat-
ing societies ; to-day we have four literary societies : the
Cunningham and the Argus, established in 1903 ; the
Athenian and the Pierian, established in 1908. We also
have two debating societies: the Ruffner and the Jefferson,
established in 1910.
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In 1902, the student body was not organized; to-day the
Student Association, with The Focus as its official organ,
has charge of all student activities : the Young Women's
Christian Association, the literary societies, debating soci-
eties, athletics, and all other things which concern the stu-
dent body as a whole.
When we look back upon the growth of this institution
during the past ten years, we find that the student body has
doubled its number; the Faculty has increased threefold;
the Home Department has grown to be thrice its former
size ; the building has become four times as large ; the course
of study has been extended; the standards of the School
have been raised; the equipment and facilities have been
improved, and no possible stone has been left unturned to
make this School the ideal institution for the training of the
teachers for the secondary schools of Virginia.
Mamie Aueebach, 1912,
Cunningham.
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I&emmiscenceg of JLtfe at t&e Jftormal in
jQtneteemCtoo
HERE was no little excitement at the Nor-
mal in the midst of the session of nineteen-
two, for it marked the advent of our new
President, Dr. J. L. Jarrnan, whose com-
ing had been eagerly looked forward to by
every girl in School. We had eagerly
absorbed all news bearing on his election, and were ready to
give him our allegiance both because he was our President
and we needed him, and also because we were predisposed in
his favor by reason of the many delightful things we had
heard of him and of his charming wife.
Those were days when no imposing Training School build-
ing, Auditorium, colonnades, and reception hall lent dignity
and attractiveness to our Alma Mater. A modest, unpreten-
tious little building occupied the present site of our hand-
some Training School. On the porch of this building, which
then served the purpose of including the President's
domain, Mr. Jarman would often enjoy his after-dinner
cigar, and numerous chats with the girls as they sauntered
by. And many were the reports made during study hour on
these conversations. They invariably bore testimony to his
remarkable memory for names, and to his kindly approach-
ableness.
A feature of school life in those days that was often highly
enjoyable was mail call. After breakfast and dinner we
gathered together in the assembly hall, where our little
"house mother," Mrs. Morrison, distributed the mail. And
often while waiting for the mail to come some of our attrac-
tive girls regaled us by taking off "the powers that be." And
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here Mrs. Morrison came in for her share. Those who felt
the power of her influence and strong personality must agree
that these lines of the poet apply to her:
"A perfect woman, nobly planned,
To warn, to comfort, and command."
But, oh! the severity of her warnings and commands to the
culprit, to which many had to plead guilty from time to
time when an invitation came to be present at a midnight
feast ! Her lectures at such times became school history, and
were given verbatim with accompanying frowns and gestures
by one of the most roguish little mimics imaginable.
Another sufferer because of the mischievous, fun-loving
spirit of one of our band was a very popular and highly es-
teemed professor. But he chose to lecture at times with his
eyes closed, and in a most guileless manner propounded
problems for solution which admitted of a most ludicrous
construction by this gay and clever lass. But it was all done
in such a kindly, merry spirit that no one could take offence.
A unique event marked the session of nineteen-two, and
that was the marriage in the midst of the session of two
members of our Faculty. To have a romance occurring right
in our very midst reassured us that with all the learning we
were acquiring we need not forget that we had hearts. The
above incident explains the following question of the brides
elect not long before the wedding. She wished to know one
morning at opening exercises when "Dixie" was being
played if it were not the "Wedding March."
Those were days when our course of study was very
meager in comparison with what it is now. Zoology was just
being introduced and was made a most delightful subject as
it was presented to us in the winsome and inspiring manner
of Mrs. Kline, whose knowledge of science more than
counterbalanced her ignorance of "Dixie" and the "Wedding
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March." But with all her "larnin'," her woman's nature
would assert itself at times, as was evidenced in the study
of the crayfish, which by its lunges out of the pan of water
caused considerable commotion. This Mrs. Kline denounced
as absurd ; but, upon having it occur in her own case, gave
a scream equal to any of her timid pupils. The foibles of
the wise and good make them so much more appealing to
their less gifted fellows. And so we greatly enjoyed Mrs.
Kline's tongue-twistings ; as, for example, when she greeted
a distinguished North Carolinian by informing him that she
had heard he was a "tadpole," meaning, of course, "Tar
Heel."
And how tiny and queer the library of those days in com-
parison with the beautiful one of to-day ! But many a profit-
able hour we Seniors spent there, getting materials for lesson
plans, and failed to find its cramped quarters any limitation
to our aspiring souls.
Then, too, the quaint little rooms of the Training School
were places of solemn and momentous significance to us.
Here such experiences as the following occurred, and were
related at mealtime for the edification of all present : A most
enthusiastic first-grade teacher, after vainly trying to hold
the attention of an incorrigible mite, succeeded one day
beyond her wildest dreams. For, throughout the lesson
period, he never removed his eyes from her face, and when
he raised his hand at the lesson's close, the delighted teacher
thought now her teaching was bearing fruit. His question
was : "Teacher, ain't one of your cheeks fatter than the
other ?" But in spite of such rebuffs we learned to value
knowledge in those days and to believe the teaching profes-
sion well worth while; though it is doubtful if we went so
far as George Herbert Palmer, who states in one of his
articles on education that one might well pay for the mere
privilege of being a teacher.
Alumna, 1902.
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a IBtt of Craming ^>cf)ool i^igtorp
)EN years ago an old brick building, which
had been designed as a dwelling, stood just
in front of the present site of our Train-
ing School. This building, though small
in size, was large in meaning to the
Seniors ; for there they did their practice^
teaching, as it was called then; and, if possible, teaching
was fraught with a more wearing uncertainty in those days
than it is now. The President and Business Manager had
offices in the front rooms of this house, and over their offices
were rooms for the Board of Directors, so that the Training
School was, of necessity, crowded into very close quarters.
No "Bridge of Sighs" linked this building to the mother
plant, but there were sighs then just as there are now, and
some of them, strange to say, had an imaginary origin.
President Jarman, on taking up his new work, recognized
the urgent demand for a new home for the Training School
—a building that would at least furnish room, light, and air
for the children enrolled—and to supply this demand he
bent his efforts. Soon the school was in the building it now
occupies, which—though a vast improvement over the old
headquarters—is, we are told, only a stepping-stone to some-
thing better.
Supervision in the Training School has been doubled in
the past ten years. In 1901-02 the director, the principal,
and the heads of departments from the Normal School con-
stituted the Training School Faculty, while now to these are
added a supervisor for each grade who is responsible for the
progress of her grade and to whom the teachers in training
are directly responsible for work assigned to them.
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In the old days, lesson plans were written up by the week,
in most cases, and were criticized by the head of department
under whom the girl was teaching. Now they are looked
after entirely by the supervisors. Notes in those days were
unknown, and a teaching Senior was not certain about her
grade until a ticket was handed her at the end of the term.
Sighs of anxiety about passing might have been in order
then, if not now.
In 1901-02 the Normal School catalogue gave one page
to the Training School "write-up," but each year since then
more pages have been allotted to the Training School until
now it has a catalogue of its own, which is designed to be of
use to all who are connected with the school. It is espe-
cially planned to help the student teachers in training, and
they will no doubt make use of its course of study to supple-
ment any they may have occasion to work by in days to come.
The Training School has always existed primarily as an
adjunct to the Normal School, or, as the catalogue states it,
"To give the student teachers actual experience in solving
the various problems which confront the teacher." Yet,
hardly secondary has been its purpose to supply the educa-
tional needs of the community from which it draws its
pupils. In spite of the inexperience of the student teachers,
the school has consistently done far more efficient work in
the training of its pupils than the average secondary schools
of the State, because it has always had in its supervisors and
grade teachers the best teachers procurable for this work. Its
work has been under the direction and constant supervision
of members of the Normal School Faculty, who have kept
in touch with the best modern thought and methods in edu-
cation, and who have seen that these were put into practice
in the Training School. Its course of study has constantly
been enriched from their broad knowledge of the subject-
matter in their respective departments; and the general ap-
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plication of the department method of conducting the work
has been conducive in general to greater thoroughness in all
subjects. It has been a distinct advantage, despite the ob-
vious disadvantage, that the school has had (in the work of
the student teachers) the benefit of the young teachers' first
enthusiasms ; for in spite of their inexperience, it is obvious
that, under the guidance of the Faculty, zealous young be-
ginners will do better work, in many cases, than experienced
teachers who have lost the enthusiasm of a new undertaking.
Moreover, each student teacher has, in most cases, been al-
lowed to teach the subject for which she was best prepared
and which best suited her tastes, with better results in the
training of the pupils, it is believed, than if one teacher
taught all subjects in her grade. From every point of view,
therefore, it would seem, the Training School has had the
advantage over the ordinary secondary school, and has given
the children of its community better things than most towns
of the size of Farmville enjoy in the way of educational ad-
vantages. Besides serving the Normal School as the most
helpful adjunct in the training of the graduates to teach, it
has served, throughout its short history, as a real and un-
usually efficient force in the uplifting of the community.
Alumna, 1903.
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Ctoa Dog0
Characters
Gyp—A certain spaniel having the appearance of being
exceedingly well fed.
Germs—A certain bob-tailed fox-terrier, fond of girls,
basket-ball, and tennis.
Scene—Just outside the President's office.
(As curtain rises, bells sound and girls are seen rushing
hurriedly in one direction and another. As the tumult sub-
sides, Gyp is seen standing in contemplative mood at the
office door.)
Gyp
To bark, or not to bark? That is the question
—
Whether 'tis better in passive silence to endure
The lonesomeness of an adverse fortune,
Or use my natural means to solve my trouble,
And by mere barking—end it.
To bark, to claw! To claw? Perchance
To damage do. Ah, there's the rub!
—
For when the woodwork here is marred
What threats may come! But I have prestige here,
Must needs go in. I'll use my paws. (Scratches at
the door.)
(Germs approaches, stops, and views Gyp askance.)
Germs
Why do you thus your precious time employ ?
Why thus the handsome woodwork here destroy ?
Pray, what the cause ?
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Gyp
What ho ! my friend. Pray, why this question ask ?
Is't true you know no reason for my task ?
Play not the fool! (Turns away contemptuously and
scratches at the door.)
Geems
And why should I your every movement know?
But still, my friend, in truth, I can surmise
—
'Tis to the Jarman's side you wish to go,
For there your every leisure hour is spent.
This fact, I must confess, I do lament.
'Tis sad, your plight. ISTow, count me wise!
Gyp
Your erstwhile wits have doubtless late returned.
'Tis true, you think, nor otherwise could be;
Go follow school ; it's naught, I fear, you've learned.
I pray thee, find you me a man esteemed
As he ; a splendid calling it should indeed be deemed
To follow in his footsteps.
Geems
Go to, my friend ! 'Tis love has made you blind
;
What virtues his ? But hold, 'tis late, I find
;
I must to Hygiene.
Gyp
Stay, sir, 'tis ignorance that you thus expose.
I will his well-known self to you disclose
—
Will lift the veil.
Your words, in sooth, to me are passing strange,
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And of themselves reveal a lack of thought.
'Tis soon you will your firm opinion change
—
There is no one, by mutual consent,
Beloved and honored as our President;
Great good he's wrought.
For where a man so noble, true and kind,
So patient, lenient, sympathetic, good?
One of such worth, my friend, is hard to find
Tho' tireless is his work, each passing year
Implants a hair of grey on him held dear.
Careworn his brow!
Here in Virginia's largest Normal School
Ten years has he his noble service lent;
Ten years here education's master tool.
Think not, I pray you, that these things I say
Have their beginning in the heart of me,
For such idea from right is far astray.
These thoughts I voice are voiced by all the School,
By all, beyond the limits of a rule
—
Hence, silenced be! (Scratches impatiently.)
From out the peaceful hills of Albemarle
There came to us the noblest of men;
His praises lie beyond the lips of all,
His virtues far renowned, denied by few;
By all beloved, by all esteemed, save you.
Think, friend, again.
(Door is opened from within.)
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Kind Voice fkom Inside
Come in, Gyp.
(Germs trots off toward the biological laboratory.)
Curtain
Frances Graham, 1913,
Cunningham.
Elizabeth Hart, 1912,
Argus.
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F the Legislature continues to be liberal, in
accordance with Dr. Jarman's plans, the
improvements of our School will never
cease. If his plans are carried out for the
next ten years as well as they have been
in the past ten years, we shall be saying
in the near future, as former students say now, "Oh, how
beautiful it all is ! Only this little bit was here when I was
here."
"Our greatest present need," said Dr. Jarman, "is a new
Training School building." We all realize this. If the
Senior Class continues to grow as it has in the last ten years,
and the old Training School building continues to be used,
where will there be any room for the children? The old
building is so arranged that immediately upon removal into
a new building it can be transformed into much-needed class-
rooms and dormitories for Normal School students.
A new Science and Industrial Hall, a new gymnasium,
laundry building and a Students' Building are also included
in the President's future plans.
This Students' Building should be of particular interest
to all of us, since it is to be the headquarters of all School
organizations and student activities. It is to include an
auditorium, where may be held the Y. W. C. A. meetings,
literary societies' open meetings, Dramatic and Glee Club
entertainments. There will be Y. W. C. A. Bible Study
rooms, Focus offices, literary society halls, candy kitchen,
gymnasium, and game rooms. It is Dr. Jarman's intention
that the students shall raise one-half the amount necessary
for the erection of this building.
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These buildings, together with additional grounds, will
cost approximately $200,000.
The entrance requirements of the School will gradually
be raised until finally the first two years of academic work
will be eliminated, and entrance based on two years of high-
school work.
Now, if the Legislature continues to be liberal, do you
suppose we will recognize our Alma Mater when we come
back to visit her ?
Geace Woodhouse, 1912,
Cunningham.
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Letters jFrom SDur jFriettOS
jELOW we print a number of letters which
were received by the editor-in-chief of
The Focus, in response to an announce-
ment of our purpose to commemorate the
tenth anniversary of President Jarman's
coming to the presidency of our School.
Every person addressed in this connection responded enthu-
siastically, and we wish to express our gratitude to them all,
both for their kindness in writing and for the beautiful
things they have to say about our President.
The Editors.
To Miss Grace Woodhouse, Editor-inrChief:
With the chiming of the midnight bells, ringing out the
Old Year, ringing in the New, has closed one decade of
work and service for our State by Dr. J. L. Jarman as
President of the Farmville State Normal School.
Well earned, indeed, is the measure of praise accorded
him at this time by his co-workers of Eaculty and students,
and not least among whom, proud to do him honor, are the
alumnae, who hasten to extend to him our congratulations,
and pledge a continuance of our loyalty in the future.
The past ten years have been years of notable progress.
A large increase in students, an institution in a high state
of efficiency, with entrance requirements and standards of
scholarship materially advanced, are things which have been
accomplished under his leadership.
May the work continue to prosper in his hands, and may
he realize yet higher ideals for the womanhood of our State,
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ever walking worthily in the footsteps of other great men,
now gone, who in days past rendered worthy, signal service
to our Alma Mater, is the wish of the alumnse.
Mrs. Jean Cabeuthees Boatweight, Class 86.
(Formerly President of the Alumna? Association.)
Editor-in-Chief The Focus,
Farmville, Va.
The Board of Trustees of the State Female Normal
School, at Farmville, made no mistake when they elected
Dr. J. L. Jarman as President of the School. He has thrown
his whole soul into the work, and has carefully systematized
everything connected with the School. He has an open
frankness of manner that at once wins the confidence of those
who come in contact with him in his work. He is a good
disciplinarian, knows how to say "JSTo" when occasion re-
quires, and at the same time has the respect and earnest sup-
port of the members of the Faculty, and the affectionate
regard of the entire student body.
Under his management, the School has not only grown in
popularity, but the course of study has gradually been en-
larged and improved until it has become one of the best insti-
tutions of its kind in the entire country, and is a credit to
our State.
Sincerely yours,
R. Tijenbull.
(President of the Board of Trustees.)
Dear Miss Woodhouse:
You ask me to write a brief letter expressing my opinion
of the value of Dr. Jarman's work in this State. The only
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embarrassment I have in answering your request arises from
the fact that it is hard to be brief when attempting to state
in a formal way the value that one places upon the work of
so good a man.
I have been intimately associated with Dr. Jarman since
February, 1906, and in that time have learned to value his
many good qualities as a man and as an official; and, as
we have been associated with each other on the State Board
of Education for five years under conditions that have
necessarily tried friendships and tested qualities of mind
and heart, I can speak, I believe, with some degree of knowl-
edge. Dr. Jarman has proven an invaluable coadjutor as a
member of the State Board ; he is cool, deliberate, eminently
fair, tempering justice of judgment with kindliness of heart
;
and always ready to give a good reason for whatever con-
clusion he has reached.
The value of a man of these qualities, to which I should
have added moral courage, can not be estimated when
measured in terms of service to the State. Some of the most
difficult constructive work that has ever faced any body of
men has been thought out and acted upon by the State Board
during the period mentioned. In the settlement of difficult
problems and in enacting constructive measures, Dr. Jarman
has certainly carried his share of the burden of thought, and
of constructive action. I know that this estimate would
receive the unanimous endorsement of the State Board.
These same qualities have been exhibited on the Virginia
Education Commission, of which Dr. Jarman is a valued
member.
How in the Avorld these deliberate expressions of mine are
going to square with some of the pointed opinions that I
sometimes express to Dr. Jarman when we happen to differ
on educational problems, I do not know. I am fearful that
the next time we have one of our friendly tilts on some edu-
cational matter, he will reach down into his pocket and pull
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out a copy of these things that I have said about him. If he
does, I shall threaten to sever diplomatic relations with him
;
which, of course, I won't do, because this would be harder
on me than it would on him.
I am, very truly, yours,
J. D. Eggleston.
(State Superintendent of Public Instruction.)
To the Editor of The Focus:
As this month, January, 1912, is the tenth anniversary of
the administration of the State Female Normal School by
Dr. J. L. Jarman, it is a fitting occasion to express some
appreciation of his work. It is better to speak of the good
men do while they are alive than to recite their virtues on a
monument. I have a persona] acquaintance with Dr. Jar-
man, and a practical, personal knowledge of the working of
the Normal School, which, I think, entitles me to speak with
some authority. I regard the State Female Normal School
as in many respects the best-administered educational insti-
tution in the State. It surpasses any, I think, in economy
and effectiveness. More is done for less money than any-
where else. ISTor is economy obtained at the expense of
efficiency, for in the accomplishment of results for which the
School was established and is maintained, the State Female
Normal School is unsurpassed.
Dr. Jarman has exhibited administrative ability of a very
high order, and deserves the grateful recognition of the
State. He has presented a model Normal School to the
people of Virginia, in which a high moral standard is com-
bined with remarkable practical efficiency.
Richard Evelyn Byed.
(Speaker of the Virginia House of Representatives.)
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My dear Miss Woodhouse:
I thank you for your letter of December 20th, giving me
the privilege of expressing my appreciation of the splendid
work done by President Jarman since his connection with
the State Normal School of Virginia. I was associated
with President Jarman in the public educational movement
of the State for seven years. It was my privilege, also, to
serve on the Board of Trustees of the State Normal School
for several years. I would, therefore, be able to speak with
authority respecting his career during the time in question.
In my judgment the Farmville Normal School is the best
State Normal School in the South in many ways. It has a
scholarly Faculty. It devotes itself to the tasks set for it
by the needs of the schools in Virginia. It is, therefore,
well organized for its work. It is sending teachers of great
enthusiasm to various parts of the State, and doing many
other things worthy of such an institution. The highest
compliment which I can pay to President Jarman is to say
that most of the good things that may be said at this time
about the State Normal School are possible because of his
administration. I am fully aware that a great many other
people have helped to bring about the results just mentioned.
But after making allowances for that, it is still true that the
burden of the initiation of all legislation looking to progress
fell upon the shoulders of the President of the School, and
he has borne these burdens patiently, faithfully, and nobly.
Sincerely yours,
Beuce R. Payne.
(President of the George Peabody College for Teachers,
Nashville, Tenn.)
My dear Miss Woodhouse:
On account of my close association with President Jar-
man in his official positions, both as a member of the State
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Board of Education and the Virginia Education Commis-
sion, I have had unusual opportunities for forming an esti-
mate of his work.
It gives me much pleasure, therefore, to bear brief testi-
mony to the valuable service which he has rendered to the
cause of education in this State. The record of his official
acts will show that he has been one of the leaders in the
remarkable progress of the past six years, always standing
fearlessly for high educational ideals, free from partisan-
ship, yet exhibiting sound judgment in the practical solu-
tion of the problems to be solved.
The contribution which he has made towards the cause of
general education has been no less marked than the success
which has attended his administration of the affairs of the
institution of which he has been the head for the past ten
years.
His wide and intimate knowledge of educational condi-
tions in the State ; his unusually good judgment ; his clear
conception of a tax-supported system of education; his un-
failing loyalty to high professional standards, have justly
given him a prominent place among the educational leaders
of the State.
Very sincerely,
Chas. G. Maphis.
(Secretary of the Virginia Education Commission; Pro-
fessor of Secondary Education, University of Virginia.)
My dear Miss Woodhouse:
President Jarman is now completing the tenth year of his
administration, which has been eminently successful and
satisfactory. During this time the number of students has
largely increased, the course of instruction has been
broadened, and the standard elevated.
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Mr. Jarman is a wise and prudent officer, popular both
with the Faculty and the student body.
His relations with the Trustees have always been pleasant,
and he enjoys their fullest confidence. The School is render-
ing preeminent service to the cause of public education in
Virginia.
James Nelson.
(President of the Woman's College, Richmond, Va.
;
Member of our Board of Trustees since the foundation
of the School.)
My dear Miss Woodhouse:
To have been associated with President Jarman in his
difficult task of developing a real Normal School at Farm-
ville, was the most inspirational work of my academic career.
To have known him intimately and personally, to have
thought and planned and worked with him, many times away
into the short morning hours, and to have known the great-
ness and the sincerity of his heart in every move, was to me
a privilege for which I shall ever be grateful.
President Jarman had been connected with the State
Normal at Farmville about five months when I came to the
institution. He had been a professor of chemistry in one
of the small colleges of Virginia, and I think he told me
once that he had never seen a Normal School till he came to
Farmville. There might have been a suspicion in the minds
of some that it was a mistake to place at the head of a
Normal School a man whose interests had been along
scientific lines, and who had scarce devoted a moment's time
to the consideration of the tremendous problem of the train-
ing of teachers for the State of Virginia. But it was not a
mistake. The scientific training he had received at the Uni-
versity of Virginia; the detailed and accurate methods em-
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ployed in chemical research ; and the habit of getting exact
information, served him admirably in the new field of work
to which he had been called. He had the point of view of
the investigator, and his first question was, "What is a
Normal School ?" The frankness of his spirit ; the avidity
of his attack upon the problems confronting him in this new
situation; his sincere desire to be of service to his State,
soon revealed to every one associated with him that no
sacrifice would be too great for him in order to make the
Normal School, at Farmville, a true Normal School, which
should undertake the solution of the problems of elementary
education. He worked incessantly. He consulted with
every one whom he thought would know the function of a
Normal School. It was not long till he had before him all
the published information available concerning every
Normal School in the United States, and was making a study
of those in foreign countries. He weighed carefully every
fact brought to light from any source, and fairly considered
every phase of the problem, trying all the time to adapt each
good idea to his own particular work at Farmville. He saw
clearly that many things were needed. He realized after a
careful study of the situation that the School over which he
was presiding, and which called itself a Normal School, was
little more than a high school with a year of professional
work attached to it as a Normal School feature.
He had little means to carry on the type of work he desired
to do. I do not remember what the annuity was at that
time, but it was meager. It was not adequate to secure the
Faculty he desired to carry out his plans, and the classes
were so large that he saw the teachers already employed
very much overworked, many of them teaching as high as
twenty-five hours per week, and some of them even more.
He induced the Legislature to support the institution with
larger and larger annuities, so that in- a very few years it was
doubled and more. He increased the size and improved the
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quality of his teaching force ; he tore down old, ugly buildings
and replaced them with new and beautiful ones ; he raised the
course of study from a two-year course to a four-year course
;
he introduced the Manual Arts department; built a new
Training School building, and placed the Training School
upon a truly professional basis by giving it proper super-
vision throughout the grades ; he made Farmville a real
Normal School, and I have no hesitation in saying that I
now consider it one of the very best institutions of the kind
in the country. He is an educational reformer second to
none in his State, and the institution as it now stands is a
monument to his patience and skill in the working out of
standards and ideals in a manner that will prove a great
blessing to the State for years to come.
I can not close this letter without sending greetings to the
Faculty and students of the institution in which I worked
for six years, and which I learned to love. Some of the
happiest days of my life were spent in classrooms of the
State Normal, at Farmville. I can never forget the great
kindness of my students, and the very delightful associa-
tions with them in preparing them for the work of teaching.
In all this work, which was so pleasant, I always felt that
there was a man at the head of the institution with a great
heart and a clear brain, to whom I could go with any problem
whatsoever, and I would be assured a sympathetic hearing.
President Jarman always presented the attitude of robust,
wholesome friendliness, and it was this characteristic of the
man that made life so pleasant in the institution over which
he presides.
Very sincerely yours,
Elmee E. Jones.
(Formerly head of our Department of Education; now
Professor of the History and Philosophy of Education,
Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.)
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Editor of The Focus:
I am glad to respond to your invitation to express in a
few words my opinion of Dr. Jarman as a Normal-School
President ; though I do not think words from me are needed.
I can frankly say that I think he is a good President ; but
every one knows that already. I am glad, however, that you
are preparing to notice the ten years of faithful and efficient
service which he has rendered to the School and to the State.
Those have been wonderful years of growth in Virginia, and
few men, if any, have contributed more to that growth than
has Dr. Jarman.
Since we all recognize him as the right man for your
President, and eulogy is unnecessary, perhaps the best I can
do is to state what seems to me to be the qualifications of
a good president. He must be a man of scholarship, of
course; a judge of men (and of women) ; a teacher; a
business man; a statesman; old in experience and young
in feelings; tactful and agreeable, yet courageous and firm;
quick to appreciate and slow to condemn ; sober in judgment
and ready in action; human in sympathy and impersonal
in administration ; large in thought and masterful in details
;
alert before opportunities and stupid before difficulties.
Without any of these qualities a president can not measure
up to requirements. Your President has measured up.
(The conclusion is necessary.) Such being the case, the
respect and admiration of all is his due. That it has been
shown is gratifying to all who are warm friends of the
Normal School and its President.
J. Franklin Messenger.
(Head of the Department of Education, University of
Vermont; formerly Associate in our Department of
Education.)
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Editor The Focus:
The rounding out of the ten years of service by Joseph L.
Jarman as President of the State Normal School has sig-
nificant interest, not locally alone, but for Virginia. Under
his strong, wise, and tactful guidance, the School has grown
from an obscure institution, doing faithful and earnest work,
to be sure, but limited in the extent and degree of training
which it could give, and of an influence almost purely local,
to a great, strong, teacher-training school of statewide
influence and usefulness—a setter of standards in Virginia
and in the South.
President Jarman has had a large view, and his firm pur-
pose and constant labor have created, with but slender means
and despite many discouraging conditions, an institution of
greater efficiency and power than many a richer and more
liberal State has yet been able to develop. His persistence in
seeking to realize for it higher and broader ideals; his
economy in the use of its resources; and his good judgment
and courage in the direction of its energies, constitute the
chief single factor in its decade of magnificent growth, as
also the best hope of its continued and accelerated advance
in the future.
To Virginia Mr. Jarman has not been simply an extremely
able and efficient Normal-School President, but an educa-
tional leader of the first rank. No head of any State insti-
tution has exceeded him in devotion to the larger cause of
education in the State, and none has been so fortunate as he
in coming into intimate and understanding relation with
men and women who carry on the school system, and with
the people whom we are all striving to serve.
To the individuals who have come in contact with him as
members of the student body or Faculty of the School, he
has been always a sincere and loyal friend, and often a dis-
creet adviser. He has inculcated by precept and example
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ideals of living which make for true citizenship in its
broadest sense, and for rational happiness.
His friends, distant and near, join in felicitating him
upon the decade of work which he has just completed, and
in wishing him an unlimited period of yet larger service
and achievement in the coming years.
Lee Bidgood.
(Formerly member of our Faculty; now Adjunct Pro-
fessor of Economics at the University of Virginia.)
Dear Miss Woodhouse:
Will you kindly allow me space in The Focus for a word
touching the State Normal School, at Farmville. As is well
known, the School was established in 1884. The town of
Farmville had offered to donate a building and grounds
attached as a home for the School. The State accepted the
offer, thereby fixing the location of the School ; defined in
a general way its purpose ; made an appropriation to it, and
named a Board of Trustees.
The appropriation was comparatively small; could not
well be otherwise. War had left destruction, division, de-
rangement. Reconstruction had delayed the State's recover-
ing self-control. The waste places were not all blooming as
the rose. The State debt was demoralizing finances and
politics ; coupons were playing "cut worms" to the treasury.
In these conditions the appropriation was liberal enough,
but was to come out of the Public School Fund; to this
official objection was made. The case went to court. The
court ruled that public-school money could not be used for
Normal Schools. Thus the ship was stranded before it got
afloat, but relief came right speedily. The Legislature
happened to be in extra session in the summer of 1884. It
amended—made the appropriation from "any moneys not
otherwise appropriated."
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A Normal School being a new kind of school, it is interest-
ing to recall some of the ideas men had of it. Some said:
"The public schools are here; have been here a decade and
a half; are here to stay. Public moneys are set apart to
maintain them. Normal Schools are to train teachers for
them, it is said. Then school moneys should go to support
Normal Schools. It is 'all of a piece/ but don't levy on the
general revenues for such purpose." Others held that some-
thing should be done toward equalizing things; the
State had advanced schools, special schools, for its young
men; none for its young women; never had done anything
for its women. Therefore, they voted "aye," not on account
of the Normal feature of the School, but because it was to be
a State school for the women of the State. Others opposed
the whole scheme ; didn't see any need of a Normal School
;
"didn't understand this business of teaching teachers how to
teach," thus spoke an elderly member of the House in extra
session. But there were others who claimed they could and
did see and understand. And their claim was just, for they
had clearer, wider visions of things that were, and were to
be. They theorized somewhat thus: The modern state, the
agent of society, has assumed two tasks of great moment
—
one, to care for its unfortunate; the other, to educate its
children. Altruism, philanthropy, dictate the former ; en-
lightened egoism and broad, far-sighted patriotism, the
latter. To educate, as a popular and public matter, necessi-
tates public schools. To maintain these involves the duty of
making them efficient; to improve them where practicable.
How improve them % An accepted truism says, "As is the
teacher so is the school." Then, to improve the schools, im-
prove the teachers. In doing this, summer institutes are
helpful. Conducted by experts, they are suggestive and in-
spirational, but they are of short duration, and lack other
conditions of complete work. Something fundamental, more
thorough and systematic is required, and can be supplied by
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a course of special instruction and training with time and
means set apart for giving and receiving it. The science
and art of teaching are real entities; their laws and prin-
ciples definitely formulated; the facts of experience corre-
lated and systematized.
From these views or theories, or something similar, Nor-
mal Schools were evolved. Men knew of them and their
work in other states and countries. Conditions called for
them in Virginia. The State answered the call by provid-
ing for such a school at Farmville, looking no further at
that time. Legal steps all taken, the trustees met to "body
forth the form of things unknown" theretofore in Virginia.
They took possession of the premises ; elected a principal
;
and, in counsel with him, adopted a course of study, and
appointed teachers. At the time fixed upon the school be-
gan. A new kind of school, rather an experiment, it was not
projected into being full-fledged. A pioneer, it had the
robust vitality pioneers usually have. Ability, experience
and skill directing, it progressed steadily, hopefully.
But difficulties, inconveniences, were encountered at the
outset. There was lack of room inside and outside. The
one main building was too small. The lines of private
property ran hard by on three sides. Rooms and board,
however, could be had in town; this helped. Promptly a
wooden structure was erected in the rear of the main build-
ing, as a home for the Model School and School of Practice.
These appendages to a Normal School serve in it largely
the purpose of clinics in a Medical School. Within a decade
from the beginning, two additional buildings (brick) were
erected adjoining either end of the main (now the center)
building, and extending toward the street. Such other minor
structures, appendages, appurtenances, and appliances were
provided as necessity and convenience required, and means
could afford.
Thus housed, the School lived, prospered, did good work,
for fifteen or eighteen years. But the last ten years of its
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life have witnessed its larger development—a development
in part evolutional, in part a transformation, and in whole
phenomenal. Of the original building "there is not one
stone (brick) left on another that has not been thrown
down." It has been entirely replaced by a new edifice, larger
and more sightly. The same thing is true as to the building
adjoining on the left. Two other stately edifices, columns
in front, stand on either flank. These five buildings form a
harmonious group, correlate in position, symmetrical in out-
line, commodious in size, substantial in structure, handsome
in appearance, and convenient in arrangement. In adding
new buildings to old ones, not planned-for additions, the re-
sult is often an architectural solecism, but not so in this case.
The buildings appear as if grouped and constructed on one
original plan. To the grounds large acquisitions have been
made. Large as has been the development in material things,
it is not expected to cease, but to continue.
As to the mission of the School, which is to furnish in-
struction and training for work in a most important field,
this is kept fully in view. This is the ideal, and to its attain-
ment all forces are made to conspire and all material things
held subservient.
Then, in view of what the School has done, is doing,
and, by its greatly enlarged facilities, is fitted to do, in vivify-
ing and uplifting popular education, hearty congratulations
are tendered to all concerned: To the State, on the posses-
sion of such an institution, and on the generous support ac-
corded it; to the trustees, on the judicious supervision
which they have uniformly exercised; to the President,
under whose progressive administration such large things
have been achieved.
Very truly yours,
Jno. L. Buchanan.
(Formerly member of our Board of Trustees.)
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Do we really know and appreciate what, in terms of
dollars and cents, the Commonwealth of Virginia does for
every student of the State Normal School—those who pay
tuition and those who are exempt from it ?
Sixty dollars a year is given to every student here, and
thirty dollars, in addition to this, to each State student.
This means that but for the generosity of the State we
should, most of us, have to pay two hundred thirty dollars a
year instead of one hundred forty. You may ask whence
we get these figures. The fifteen dollars you pay every
month for board goes for board only. The Faculty has to
be paid; the Home Department has to be paid; the build-
ings must be kept in repair, else we complain; and the ser-
vants have to be paid. And where does the money come
from to do all this ? Surely, the fifteen dollars we pay each
month can not do it. The State does it, of course. Now, if
you stop to consider, I am sure you will see whence these
figures come.
But do not mistake this for charity. Virginia expects to
be repaid
—
fully—if not, she would not be justified in giv-
ing us these large amounts.
How are we to pay this debt ? Each girl who leaves here
is expected to teach in the State for at least two years
—
though not without a regular salary. And we shall be ex-
pected to teach to the best of our ability, and according to
the highest meaning of the term, for the boys and girls whom
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we are to go out among will be the future citizens of Vir-
ginia. We should, therefore, take advantage of our oppor-
tunities while here, in order that we may be best fitted to
pay this debt.
Think of this, as we go from class to class, and let us try
to make each day have a real meaning in preparation for
this important future work.
AAA
With this number the present staff finishes the first year's
work of The Focus. This has been a good year and full of
promise for a better one to follow.
The staff wishes to thank the student body for the splendid
manner in which they have responded to calls from both the
literary and the subscription departments—and for all other
aid given the magazine. Stick by it in the years to come as
you have in the past, and you will always have a magazine
to be proud of.
We also wish to thank the Faculty for the kind assistance
and encouragement they have given us throughout the year.
We need make no appeal to them, for we know from the
spirit in which their kindness was offered that it will be
continued.
August Theodor Schemmel
DOCTOR OF MUSIC
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jFaretoeil anO Welcome
Old Year, we hate to see you go,
Oh, me ! oh, me ! we love you so
;
You've shared our sorrows and our joys
;
Now, out you glide without a noise
—
Farewell, Old Year!
New Year, we now do welcome you,
And hope much good for us you'll do
;
Give help to each and every one,
And share alike in joy and fun
—
Welcome, New Year!
Eleanor Pakrott, 1914,
Cunningham.
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Mrs. David Winfree Reed (nee Edith Duvall, class '05)
spent Christmas in Farmville with her parents.
Mrs. W. C. Burnet (nee Robbie Berkeley, class '96) spent
the holidays with her mother, Mrs. Ellen Berkeley, of
Earmville.
Mrs. Geoffrey Creyke (nee Alice Paulett, class '05), of
Washington, accompanied by her young son, Geoffrey
Creyke, Jr., spent Christmas with her parents.
Among the other alumnse who spent the holidays in Farm-
ville were: Lucy Rice, class '07; Sallie Cox, class '06;
Charlie Jones, class '10 ; Frank Jones, class '07 ; Martha
Blanton, class '09 ; Louise Adams, class '06 ; Mary Berkeley,
class '92 ; Fannie Berkeley, class '88 ; Mildred Richardson,
class '09 ; Emma Blanton, class '08 ; Anne Richardson,
class '07 ; Elizabeth Davis, class '07 ; Lelia Jackson, class
'06; Belle Gilliam, class '07; Lena Gilliam, class '10;
Nellie Johnson, class '08, and Juliette Hundley, class '07.
Lucy Warburton, class '09, was the guest of Miss Fannie
Wyche Dunn during the holidays.
Sidney Guy, class '07, is teaching at her home, in Black-
stone, Va.
Bessie Anderson, class '09, was a visitor in the home of
her aunt, Mrs. Bondurant, during Christmas. She teaches
the second grade in the public school of Greensboro, N". C.
Bessie lives with her sister, Mrs. F. L. Soyars (nee Maud
Anderson, class '05).
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Annie Bidgood, class '09, who teaches domestic science
and manual training in the New London Academy, near
Lynchburg, spent several days in Farmville with her sister,
Mrs. Fleming. She was on her way to Petersburg to spend
the holidays with her parents.
It is interesting to learn that the members of the class of
1894 have kept in touch with one another ever since their
graduation through a class letter. This custom is most com-
mendable, and is worthy of adoption by other classes.
Born, on December 5th, to Mrs. G. G. Gooch (nee Loulie
Morton, class '96), a son—Garret Garnett Gooch, III.
A son was born in November to Mrs. F. L. Soyars (nee
Maud Anderson, class '05). He bears his father's name.
Mrs. E. T. Hines (nee Blanche Baldwin, class '93) spent
the holidays with her parents in Farmville.
Mrs. Fred Hanbury, class '08 (nee Virginia Blanton),
visited Mr. Hanbury's family, in Norfolk, during the
holidays.
Mrs. W. A. Maddox (nee Susie Warner, class '02) spent
the holidays in Washington, at the home of Mr. Maddox's
parents.
Mrs. James Luckin Bugg (nee Clair Woodruff, class '05)
had as her guest for the holidays, Miss Mary St. Clair Wood-
ruff. Miss Woodruff is spending the winter at Columbia
University.
Mary DuPuy, class '09, returned just before Christmas
from a visit to her classmate, Sallie Fitzgerald.
Margaret Davis, class '09, spent Christmas with her
parents, in Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Mrs. Fred Glenn (nee Kate Burton, class '95), of Lynch-
burg, was a New Year's visitor to her sister, Mrs. A. A. Cox
(nee Annie Burton, class '92), of Farmville.
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Carrie Sutherlin, class '04, of the Faculty, was with her
parents, in Sutherlin, Va., for the holidays.
Nellie Smithey, class '04, who is head of the Mathematics
Department of Mary Baldwin Seminary, spent Christmas
at her home in Petersburg, Va.
Mary Peck, class '03, supervisor of the seventh grade in
the Training School, spent the holidays in Fincastle, Va.
Lillian Byrd, class '10, passed through Farmville, Janu-
ary 1st, on her way to Barton Heights, Va., where she is
teaching this winter.
Mrs. Edward E. Roberts (nee Jennie Jackson, class '01)
spent the Christmas holidays with her father and mother, in
Farmville.
Mrs. Wiley Morris (nee Ethelyn Jones, class '96), of
Boston, Mass., spent two weeks during December, at "Kes-
wick," Sheppards, Va., as the guest of her mother, Mrs.
Louis Dibrell Jones.
Rhea Scott, class '06, visited Natalie Lancaster, class '99,
at her home in Ashland, Va., during the holidays.
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Women's Christian
Association
The January meetings thus far
have sounded a fresh note and
earnest resolve upon the part of
those present, to make the New
Year count more than the Old Year has for "things of the
spirit" in school life. The New Year's consecration service
on "Untrodden Ways," encouraging new resolutions and a
desire to ad in order to help, emphasized our many
privileges, while the meeting of the following week on the
"Stewardship of Influence" was directed to strengthen the
sense of obligation resting upon every individual Christian.
Attendance has been increased noticeably by changing the
time of meeting to two o'clock, and there is now every reason
for believing that this year the Saturday afternoon meetings
will be a stronger factor for good in School.
Our general secretary recently spent several days in
Lynchburg as the guest of the Kandolph-Macon Association.
Their secretary, Miss Mary F. Porter, will return with her
to Farmville. We shall be very glad to welcome her, espe-
cially as she comes to us from a sister Association so
near
in location and interests and problems.
The treasurer has forwarded the amount of our pledges,
one hundred dollars, to the Territorial Committee,
National
Board, and World's Association, and has also sent
forty
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dollars to Miss Guitner for the Association in Ceylon, from
the benevolence-giving fumd. Its thermometer on January
8th registered $45.16.
Cunningham Literary Society
The Cunningham Literary Society held its bi-monthly
meeting in the Kindergarten, on the evening of December
8th, and a very enjoyable program was rendered. The sub-
ject of the meeting was the study of the lives and works of
the great masters, Chopin and Eeynolds. First on the
program was an interesting sketch of Reynolds' life, by Miss
Louise Rowe, followed by a distribution, among the audience,
of copies of his most famous paintings. Next, Miss Rose
Parrott gave us a delightful sketch of Chopin's life. This
enjoyable paper was followed by two piano solos—Chopin's
Nocturne, by Miss Janie Couch, and Chopin's Funeral March,
by Miss Frances Andrews. Three cheers for our new
musicians
!
On December 16th, we had a very interesting debate.
The subject under discussion was: "Resolved, That the
automobile will take the place of the horse in American
civilization." The speakers on the affirmative were Miss
Elsie Gay and Miss Ruby Keller; those on the negative,
Miss Anne Woodroof and Miss Margaret Boatwright. The
decision was rendered in favor of the negative.
The Cunninghams have lately held their tri-annual elec-
tion of officers. The following were chosen: Miss Mamie
Auerbach, president; Miss Susie Crump, vice-president;
Miss Honor Price, recording secretary; Miss Janie Couch,
corresponding secretary; Miss Frances Andrews, treasurer;
Miss Anne Woodroof, reporter; Miss Annie Banks, joke
reporter; Miss Rose Parrott, censor; Miss Elizabeth
Downey, critic.
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On Friday, December 22d, another short closed meeting
was held—for the purpose of studying the lives of Handel
and Mnrillo. When the roll was called, each member gave
some quotation concerning a great musician or painter.
First on the program was a very interesting paper on Han-
del's life, by Miss Mary Sterling Smith. Next, Miss Louise
Andrews gave us a sketch of the life of Murillo, after which
copies of that artist's greatest paintings were passed around
among the audience. Then we adjourned until after
Christmas.
Argus Literary Society
The open meeting of the Argus Literary Society, held in
the auditorium, on December 16th, was truly represent-
ative of the Argus course of study. The subject for the
evening was Maeterlinck. The program was as follows
:
Argus Song Literary Society
Sketch of Maeterlinck Mary Putney
Symbolism of the "Blue Bird" Parke Morris
Moonlight Sonata—Beethoven. .' Eva Lovelace
Headings from the "Blue Bird"
Esme Howell and Gertrude Keister
Vocal Solo Antoinette Davis
Piano Solo—Waltz by Shute Fannie Louise Kixey
Athenian Literary Society
On December 8th, one of the most delightful meetings of
the Athenian Literary Society was held in Eoom D. The
subject was "Tennessee Writers." Ella Pope read a paper
on the "Story of Charles Edward Craddock's (Mary Mur-
fee) Life." One of her short stories, "The Keg of Powder,"
was well read by Caroline Pope. George Bailey told the
story of "The Bear Hunt" in a most attractive manner.
Every one seemed to enjoy the program thoroughly.
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PlERIAN LlTERARY SOCIETY
Our last meeting before the holidays was a musical one.
The first number on the program was a piano solo by Annie
Myers, after which Mary Lloyd, Bessie Williamson, and
Sarah Estes sang a Christmas carol, followed by a Christmas
story, read by Anne Taylor Cole. The next number was a
vocal solo by Ruth Garnett, after which Lucille Bowden
favored us with a piano solo, and, lastly, a vocal solo by Mary
Lloyd. The program was bright and full of the Christmas
spirit.
Since the holidays, we have had only business meetings,
with the exception of an interesting meeting held January
18th.
German Club
The last meeting of the German Club was held in the
Kindergarten, December 18th. The program consisted of
a reading on how Christmas is spent in Germany. This was
followed by several German Christmas songs, after which
suitable refreshments were served. The meeting adjourned
with good wishes from every one for a "Frohliche
Weihnachten."
Jefferson Debating Society
The Jefferson Debating Society met in the auditorium,
December 8th, at eight o'clock. The meeting was called to
order by the president, and the following miscellaneous
program was rendered:
Instrumental Solo Madeline Willett
Story Mary Ring Cornette
Recitation Elizabeth Barham
Vocal Solo Nannie Lou Delp
Reading Lennie Blankenship
Recitation Pattie Hargrave
"Old Jefferson" Jefferson Chorus
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The annual literary society reception took place on
December 8th, the Pierians and the Cunninghams enter-
taining the Arguses and the Athenians. The reception hall
was beautifully decorated in Christmas designs. The guests
were entertained by games and dancing, during which
punch was served. Supper was served in the dining-room,
after which presents were delivered from a Christmas tree
by a real, live Santa Claus.
Glee Club
On December 19th, the Glee Club, assisted by the Train-
ing School and Faculty, gave a very enjoyable Christmas
entertainment. The program consisted of stories, carols and
hymns, illustrated by stereopticon views. This entertain-
ment was one of the best that has ever been given by the
School. We wish to thank Miss Perkins for making such
an entertainment possible. The program was as follows:
PART I
March Gade
Miss Andrews
Carol, Brothers, Carol Foster
Boys' Chorus
Carol for Christmas Day Foster
Seventh and Eighth Grades
Christmas Day in the Morning Foster
Fifth and Sixth Grades
Sing, Little Children, Sing Osgood
Third and Fourth Grades
PART II
The Annunciation
The Promise of the King and His Coming
Miss Quid
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Christmas Bells Gade
Miss Andrews
O Little Town of Bethlehem Bedner
School
Christmas Eve Foster
Fifth and Sixth Grades
Fanfare and Carol Foster
Glee Club Semi-Chorns
And There Were Shepherds Handel
Grace Woodhouse
PART III
The Nativity
See, Amid the Winter's Snow Goss
Thnrzetta Thomas and Glee Club
The Christmas Star Hill
Third and Fourth Grades
Cradle Hymn Luther
First and Second Grades
Three Kings of Orient Old English
Mr. Coyner, Mr. Eason, Mr. Maddox
What Child is This ? Old Irish
Seventh and Eighth Grades
PART IV
The Holy Night
O Holy Night Normandie
Ruth Garnett and Glee Club
The Virgin's Lullaby Dudley Buck
Frances Graham
Silent Night Old Hymn
Glee Club
The Birthday of a King Neidlinger
Nell Bristow
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PART V
Mother and Child
Sleep, Holy Babe Old Hymn
Glee Club
PART VI
The Journey into Egypt
Rebecca Coleman
PART VII
a. The Sojourn in Egypt
b. The Boyhood of Jesus
Ruth Garnet
The Palms Faure
Ethel Combs
Closing Song Foster
Glee Club and Grade Pupils
Dramatic Club
The first entertainment of the Dramatic Club was given
in the auditorium just before the Christmas holidays. The
program, which represented a publication of Pictorial Re-
view, was carried out by the club members in a series of
songs, stories, and advertisements, preceded by a frontis-
piece, and interspersed with portraits and paintings.
A romantic comedy, entitled "Mice and Men," will be
presented during the month of Eebruary. This promises to
be a most pleasing treat.
Miss Wheeler and the girls regret very much that Thur-
zetta Thomas did not join them after Christmas, and they
are also sorry that Honor Price will leave them at the end
of the fall term.
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The club membership now consists of the following : Maria
Bristow, president ; Fannie Graham, secretary and treasurer
;
Sallie Blankenship, reporter; Therese Johnson, Gertrude
Keister, Anne Walker, Belle Spatig, Grace Woodhouse,
Elizabeth Fields, Janie Couch, Ethel Combs, Alice Lemmon,
India White, Honor Price.
On December 15th, the Commonwealth Quartette visited
the School. This was the fifth number of the Star Course,
and a great treat to all.
HIT OR MISS
Speaking of work in design—Miss C-u-l-n- : "Who can do
this darned work ?" AAA
Mr. M-d-ox (in assigning the philosophy lesson for first
recitation after the holidays) : "This lesson is for July 3d."
AAA
Mr. Jarman says it's the easiest thing in the world to be
a lady. AAA
New Girl : "Dr. Jarman, I want to go home a day early.''
Dr. Jarman : "Where do you live ?"
New Girl : "I live in 108."
Dr. Jarman: "Where is that?"
New Girl: "Don't you know where it is? It's over the
auditorium !" AAA
Dr. Field : "Whom shall I send this prescription to ?"
F-n-ie S-i-h: "Anybody; Wade's will do."
AAA
Another New Girl: "Dr. Jarman, I want to go home one
day before the holidays commence."
Dr. Jarman: "Why?"
New Girl: "So I can avoid the crowd."
AAA
Jacqueline: "Were you immersed?"
George : "No ; I was just plain baptized."
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First Girl : "Where we sit in the dining-room we always
get the leavings."
Second Girl : "Where do you sit V
First Girl : "Out in the alcohol"
AAA
Miss Blackiston (in nature study) : "Are glaciers found
in any part of the United States ?"
Pat. K-c-m-nd: "In Switzerland."
AAA
Old Girl : "What course are you taking ?"
New Girl: "I was taking an Elementary Professional at
first, but I've changed to the Epidemic Course."
AAA
Mr. E-s-n: "What State is making a fight against the
ravages of mosquitoes ?"
M-r- H-lt : "Alabama."
Mr. E-s-n: "Why do you say Alabama?"
M-r- H-lt: "Because New Orleans is there."
(Senior uproar.)
Mr. E-s-n : "Well, Miss S-r-t-er, can you help us out ?"
Miss S-r-t-er: "New Jersey."
Mr. E-s-n: "Correct. What is New Jersey doing?"
Miss S-r-t-er: "Covering the ocean with oil."
(Senior uproar continues.)
The wish that our exchange list would be increased is fast
being realized. Several new magazines have come to us this
month ; and we wish to say for them that at first glance they
appear excellent. Due to the interruption of Christmas holi-
days, we have not been able to give them a careful perusal.
AAA
We wish to thank The Richmond College Messenger for
its criticism. We appreciate the opinion, and hope to profit
by it. AAA
After a careful review of The Randolph-Macon Monthly,
we would say that the magazine as a whole is an improve-
ment over the last month's issue. That is, improvement in
the character of the stories. The writers evidently had
definite themes in mind when they wrote. The stories are
such that after reading them there is a feeling of satisfaction
because of their completeness. As to the individual articles,
"The Soul Yearning" is prominent among the best. The
author enters fully into the spirit of the article—for one can
readily experience its characteristic emotions. The fault
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with "MS. Thrown from a Mad House" is that its style is
weak, especially in the beginning of it. This detracts from
the story; otherwise, it would be good, for it is alive with
interest. Surely, it is exciting enough. The poem "Life"
must be mentioned for the worthy thought.
AAA
The Record this month contains an article in which the
readers of The Focus are especially interested, the title be-
ing, "A Glimpse of Normal-School Life." In it the writer
has pictured vividly some of the most important events that
happen there. In "The Little Orphan" there is room for
improvement—of form particularly. Then, perhaps, the
story needed to be longer. It is apt to leave the impression
on the reader that it is crowded—too many events take place
in it for so short a space.
AAA
The Clemson College Chronicle breathes that spirit which
so many college magazines plainly show is lacking—that is,
college spirit. The magazine as a whole is very good. We
suggest, however, that more verse would make it even more
attractive. AAA
We acknowledge with appreciation the following maga-
zines: The Randolph-Macon Monthly, The Oracle, The
Southern Collegian, The Gold Bug, The Richmond College
Messenger, The Gallowegian, The Emory and Henry Era,
The Daleville Leader, The Clemson College Chronicle, The
University of Virginia Magazine, The Critic, The Record,
The Chisel.
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REGULATIONS
Books must be returned on, or before, date
due.
2 cents fine will be charged for each-*$ay a
book is kept out over time.
Fines must be paid before a borrower is
allowed another book.
Additional regulations are posted in Library
and Reading Room.
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